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The Cold War

annihilation / weapons of mass destruction/ the Soviet Union/ the Allied Army/ ... Plan and the Comecon : it's critical upon the Soviet Union ; Comecon's exactly the ... http://history.howstuffworks.com/cold-war/the-cold-war-timeline.htm/printable. 
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The Cold War S/L/ES Questions : How began the cold war and why ? Where did the two camps have their influence? What were the main points of the cold war? How did the cold war end? How did the cold war influence the culture? Could we nowadays have a new Cold War? On what theme were they fighting for?



Vocabulary : Crime against humanity/ camps/blocs (western one, eastern one)/ containment/ American dream/ Berlin Wall/ Iron curtain/ communism/ liberalism#capitalism/ superpowers/ nuclear annihilation / weapons of mass destruction/ the Soviet Union/ the Allied Army/ the A-bomb/ Yalta/ Potsdam/ five-year plan/ the Kremlin/ hammer & sickle



Doc 4 p 37 S’ book, 3p57 L/ES' book : cartoon showing the American side about the Marshall Plan and the Comecon : it’s critical upon the Soviet Union ; Comecon’s exactly the same than Marshall Plan. Soviets are spying American farmers who have modern tractors; two of them are sweating ploughing the ground ; the man who seems to be the boss reassures the farmers (sentence belox the cartoon)  shows that American think the Marshall plan is better for economy and working condition than the Comecon. Interpretation : to the American mind, Soviets copied Americans about their economic plan. However, they think that the Comecon is less interesting and producting than the Marshall Plan, and that the Comecon won’t resolve the Soviet people’s problems. To know about the document : Marshall Plan : June 1947, to rebuilt westearn Europe after WW2 ; Comecon : 1949, economic organization of communist states to help each others.



Doc 8b p 39 S’book, 6Ap61 L/ES book : Poster made in 1954 by the French company of airplanes, Air France. An add for a French Company : a plane in the sky: an Air France’s plane ; the statue of Liberty which is blurred and stars of the Stars and Stripes: it symbolises New York: the destination of the plane. Interpretation : This poster symbolises the American dream that attract French and people of the whole world. So the American system makes people dream and the U.S.A imposes and develops its model in Europe and in the world . To know about this document: this poster has been made in 1954, during the cold war. We know that during this time, there were tensions between the Soviets and the American because the two countries



wanted to impose their own politic and economy to the world.



Doc 11 p 39 S’ book, 4Bp60 L/ES’ book : A soviet propaganda poster for the 10th fiveyear plan of Stalin. the color : red = communism ; two hands, raised, carrying a hammer and a sickle, other symbols of communism, and also caranation. Do they symbolize revolution (Portugal, 1974 ? Agriculture ? Labour ?). A great « five » : represents of course the five-year plans of Stalin ; industries in the background : embodies the effort that Stalin did to industrialize USSR. The slogan spurs the Soviets on working very hard for the 10th five-year plan. Interpretation : This poster, by showing the « huge » work of the Soviets and their chief (industrialization, hands raised, ready to work), cheers the workers on hammering away. To know about this document : the five-year plans of the USSR = a series of nation-wide centralized exercises in rapid economic development in the Soviet Union ( 13 plans, from 1928 to 1991). Government imposed a quantity of production and economy had to follow. Less and less efficient and quickly (in the 1950s) showed the limit of that sort of economy.



Doc 12 p 69 S’book, 6Bp61 L/ES’ book : A propaganda poster for the Soviet Union, from the French communist wing. A couple, painted in red : from this colour we can deduce that they are communist. Look happy : the Soviet Union enables people to be happy. In front of them, some wheat. Represent agriculture and labour? Soviets happy thanks to their work ? Behind them : a hammer, one of the symbol of communism. Behind the hammer, a huge building. Embody the stalinist urbanisation ? Conclusion a poster of propaganda, of which purpose is to make French think the Soviet Union as an ideal government, since the Soviets are cheerful/happy to work hard, and since their chief is behind them, making efforts for them. To know about this document the French communist party very popular at that time (cf. the Popular Front in the thirties, represents 25 per cent of the population).



Web sites : http://commanderbond.net/article/4441 http://www.historylearningsite.co.uk/coldwar.htm http://www.historyteacher.net/AHAP/WebQuests/WQ-ColdWar/WQ-ColdWar-studentconclusion.htm http://idealisticrat.blogspot.com/2007/08/what-cold-war-means-to-me.html http://history.howstuffworks.com/cold-war/the-cold-war-timeline.htm/printable www.ibiblio.org www.globalsecurity.org
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The Beginnings of the Cold War 

conspiration with pro-Soviet elements (Communist Parties) in capitalist countries ... impose capitalism on European countries) ... The origins of the Korean War:.
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historical interpretations of the origins of the cold war 

A. Stalin and the Soviets were to blame for the cold war. The setting up ... B. The US used provocative measures to establish its influence in Europe after the war.
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The Final Chapters of the Cold War (1970s and 1980s) 

arms reductions (for example the Intermediate-range Nuclear Forces Treaty (INF) signed in ... removed more than 2,600 medium-range nuclear missiles from Europe). ... Cartoon by S. Huffaker, Rome News Tribune, 2004, Â©caglecartoons.com.
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Cold War in Guinea: The Rassemblement DÃ©mocratique ... - jstor 

doi: Io.107/Soo2I853707002551 Printed in the United Kingdom. COLD WAR IN GUINEA: THE RASSEMBLEMENT. DEMOCRATIQUE AFRICAIN AND THE.
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Cold War in Guinea: The Rassemblement DÃ©mocratique ... - jstor 

struggle for control of the political agenda between grassroots activists on the political Left and the party's leadership. It was neither an aberration nor a fiat from ...
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1956 SUEZ CRISIS [LaFeber - America, Russia, and the Cold War 

counter fedayeen/terrorists attacks; Egyptian Army HQ destroyed. * Some consequences: Nasser looks to western and communist powers to modernize military ...
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Early Cold War docs page 2 

MARSHALL. AID. Moscow. Berlin. Sorot Zone. Traditional Russian ambitions. Heuncany Rumane. Bucharest elack Sea. YUGOSLAV. LGARIA. ALBANA. Tirana.
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Emergence of Cold war 1945-1949 

Formation of the NATO (North Atlantic Treaty Organisation) formed, against Soviet threat in. April 1949. USSR's responsabililty: Stalin starts to create tensions at ...
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What was the role of the arms race in the Cold War? key area of 

in war at Hiroshima and Nagasaki. â€¢. [1948- USA B-29 bombers ready on UK airstrips during. Berlin Blockade crisis]. â€¢. 1949- USSR first atomic test. â€¢. 1952- USA ...
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europe since cold war volume libro inglese various dbid 2e2n8 
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Paying For The War 

current consumption, so that for the community as a whole it makes no real .... credited to him in the Post Office Savings Bank and will remain his property.
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The War of Information 

The literature on strategic experimentation (Harris and Bolton (1999, 2000), Cripps, ... and Bolton (1999); the signal takes the form of a Brownian motion with ...
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The Great War 1914-1918 The Great War 1918 

much detail as you can about their personal life and military career (pages 5 & 6). ... The best starting place for this project is talking to relatives; find out if they are aware of anyone in your family ... Name of Wife/Husband. Names of Children.
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The 'Dirty War' 

In which country was the "dirty war"? 3. How many people were killed by the military in the civil war in Chile? 4. How many people died or "disappeared" in Peru ...
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The 'Dirty War' 

2 What do you know about recent Latin American history? Choose the best answer in each .... In The Real Odessa, his book about the. Nazis' escape route to ...
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Terminale OIB Cold War Documents - Marshall Plan & Containment A 

A. Speech by U.S. Secretary of State George C. Marshall, 5 June 1947: ". . . It is logical that the United States should do whatever it is able to do to assist in the ...
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US-CUBA RELATIONS AND MISSILE CRISIS, 1959-1962 Cold War 

Cold War Context: - 1957 (Sputnik and ICBM program) and 1961 (Berlin Wall) leads to rapid military build up by USA while Soviets hoping still to neutralize ...
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cold war letters libro inglese thomas merton dbid p4cfz 
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OIB History COLD WAR GLOSSARY Give a brief 

Terminale/OIB History. COLD WAR GLOSSARY. Give a brief description of the following terms (definitions, dates, contexts). Add any terms which are relevant.
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International cartoons of the war 

kernel of the great War, will find himself overwhelmed with material, buried ... When the war broke out in August, 19 14, the curious art of ..... low classes.
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Prospects for the French Fighter Industry in a Post-Cold War 

Page 1. Page 2. Page 3. Page 4. Page 5. Page 6. Page 7. Page 8. Page 9. Page 10. Page 11. Page 12. Page 13. Page 14. Page 15. Page 16. Page 17. Page 18 ...
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Origins of the Cold War Wartime Conferences - Emergence of areas of 

Origins of the Cold War. Wartime Conferences - Emergence of ... ideological conflict: western capitalism, democracy, individual liberties versus communism ...
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Republic of Moldova versus Romania: the cold war of ... - Monica Heintz 

Jan 1, 2007 - new nation, the Moldovans, an action necessary for respecting the USSR ... Stalin in 1924 under the name of the 'Moldovan Autonomous Soviet ... Moldova and to its Russian relations, while in Romania, Romanian history and literature ... 
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The Air Force in the Vietnam War 

Tel: (703) 247-5839. Fax: (703) 247- ... it was 40 years ago that the US Air Force deployed in .... mand of US Pacific Command, with Army, Marine Corps, and.Termes manquants :
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